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Note on the Relation Between Ring 
Widths and Basal Area Increments 

ABSTRACT. 

HANS VISSER 

A prknary aim of tree-ring analysis is to reconstruct the annual growth patterns of 
individual trees or groups of trees, and then derive growth models which allow for 
prediction of wood production. Tree growth is mostly measured as a series of annual ring 
widths. In practice, however, one is interested in annual basal area increments (BATs). 
The calculation of BATs is quite involved. One needs extra information in addition to ring 
widths: diameters measured at the thickest and thinnest sides of the tree and an estimate 

of bark width. In this note a summary of the relevant formulas is presented. Fog. Scl. 
41(2):297-304. 
ADDITIONAL KEY WORDS. Bark width, dendroclimatology, growth curve, tree-ring anal- 
ysis. 

NE OF THE AIMS OF TREE-RING ANALYSIS is to model the annual growth • patterns of individual trees or groups of trees in order to calculate yield 
predictions. Clearly, direct measurement of annual volume increments 

provides the most complete information on tree growth. However, it is a time- 
consuming procedure when dealing with a large number of trees. 

Generally, the information about the history of the growth of a tree is obtained 
in the form of a series of ring widths, measured at breast height. For archeological 
applications these series are very useful, but for the quantification of wood pro- 
duction it is preferable to transform these data into series of basal area increments 
(BAIs). The BAI of any given year is a direct indication of the wood production of 
the tree in that year, assuming that the wood production at breast height is 
characteristic for the wood production along the entire stem. 

For the transformation of ting width into BAT, mathematical expressions be- 
tween ring width and BAI are provided. Although the arithmetic is not compli- 
cated, the formulas are not mentioned in standard textbooks on dendrochronology 
such as Fritts (1976) or Cook and Kairiukstis (1989). As an example of the 
procedure, growth curves will be derived based on the assumption of a linear 
increase in BAIs. Some of the practical aspects of calculating BATs from ting 
widths and additional information will also be described. 

RING WIDTHS AND BASAL AREA INCREMENTS 

GEOMETRY OF A TREE STEM 

Figure 1 shows a cross section of a tree stem with the relevant variables. Two 
assumptions are made regarding the shape of the tings. First, it is assumed that 
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FIGURE 1. Cross section of a tree stem with the geometrical variables, indicated in the text. 

the rings are elliptical in shape. In practice, one or two cores per stem are taken 
at breast height. In both cases the information is sufficient to deal with elliptical 
rings. The case of spherical rings is, of course, included. 

Second, it is assumed that consecutive rings are congruent, i.e., the ratio 
between Ro, t and Ra, t is time invariant: 

Rb, t 
Ra, t E (1) 

with the ratio E standing for the eccentfidty of the ellipses. It is easily seen that 
the ratio between the ting widths Y0, t and Ya, t as well as the ratio between diam- 
eters do and da also equal e. For e = 1, the growth is spherical. 

CALCULATION OF BAI 

The calculation of a BAI series from measured ring widths will be done under the 
geometrical assumptions made above. The complete derivations of the formulas 
are given in Appendix A. Presentations here are the versions relevant in actual 
practice. 

Equation (A4) shows that a ring width y,•,t may be expressed in terms of the SF 

= , , = a,O q- -- Sm q- -- Sm (2) a, 0 

m=l m=l 
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The relation between ring widths and corresponding BAIs is of a nonlinear nature. 
There is no easy transformation such as taking logarithms or taking a Box-Cox 
transformation which will simplify Equation (2). Also, taking first differences OfYa, t 
does not lead to a more simple expression. 

The calculation of BAIs is rather involved. Equation (A6) shows that one of the 
pairs Ra, o and Ro, o, Ra, N and Ro, N, or d a and d o is needed. In general, the radii 
Ra, o and Ro, o are not available because the cores do not contain the pith of the 
tree. Therefore, diameters are used. The relation between BAI and ring width 
follows from Equation A6b: 

( N) St = 67rYa, t da -Ya, t - 2 • Ya, m 
m=t+l 

(3) 

with 6 = do/d a. The influence of the eccentricity of the stem on BAIs is evident 
from Equation (3), and it should not be neglected in general. 

In practice, diameters are measured by means of a tape or a caliper. The use 
of tape has two disadvantages: (1) da and do cannot be discerned, i.e., we have to 
assume circular growth, and (2) the calculated diameters are biased because of the 
inclusion of bark width. The use of a caliper has only the second disadvantage. 
Although bark width seems of no importance, it should not be ignored. In the 
following the bias of neglecting bark width k will be derived. 

BARK WIDTH 

Diameters, measured by use of a tape or a caliper, are denoted by an inverted 
comma. Thus, we have da' = da + 2k and do' = do + 2k. The eccentricity 6' 
is defined by 6' = do'/da'. A lower limit for the BAI St', based on da' and do', 
follows from: 

6 7rya, t -- Ya, t 2 

( N) • 67rYa, t da + 2h -Ya, t -- 2 Z Yc•m 
re=t+1 

The latter makes use of the approximation 

d/, do+2X do 

(4) 

(5) 

A lower limit for the bias introduced by taking S t' instead of So follows by sub- 
stracting (3) from (4): 

S' t - S t • 26•rky t (6) 

Thus, a specific BAI, based on da' and do', is overestimated at least by a factor 
which is proportional to the corresponding ring width. The relative bias follows 
easily: 
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S• - St 2e•rkya, t 2k k 
S-•• - • 

e•'Ya, tda-Ya, t - 2 • Ya, m 
m=t+l 

(7) 

and a lower limit for the relative bias in S t' is approximated by 100*k/Ra, t' (%). 
Clearly, both absolute and relative bias decrease with increasing ring number. 

EXAMPLE: GROWTH CURVES COMPARED 

Let us assume that within a st,ably growing forest, growth curves of BAIs exhibit 
a linear increase, expressed as: 

S t = a q- 13t (8) 

with a, 13 •> 0. Many publications show BAI series with linear increase over long 
periods of time. Examples are found in Harrington (1986), Federer and Hornbeck 
(1987), LeBlanc (1990), Biondi et al. (1992), and Briffa (1992). 

Combining Equation (2) and the empirical growth curve (8), it can be shown 
(Appendix B) that the growth curve for ring widths reads as 

Ya, t= a,O +-- ot + t+ 13 

- a,O +-- ot + (t- 1) + 2-•(t- 1) 2 (9) 
This growth curve may be simplified, albeit at the cost of a small error. As shown 
in Appendix B, Equation (9) may be approximated by 

a+ 13t 

Ya, t = X//(2e,rRa, 0)2 + (4e,ra + 2e,r13) t + 2e,r13 F (10) 

Both models (9) and (10) converge to the same asymptotic value X/(13/(2e•r)) as 
ting number t increases (13 >• 0). 

Equations (8) and (9,10) may serve as models for removing the age-related 
trend from BAI and ting-width series respectively. Model (8) has two unknown 
parameters which may be estimated by linear regression. Models (9) and (10) 
have three or four unknown parameters, namely a, 13, Ra. 0 and ß (if not estimated 
otherwise). These unknown parameters may be estimated by a nonlinear optimi- 
zation method. 

The considerations above may be illustrated by estimating the growth curve 
(10) to ting-width data of oak. Hollstein (1979) constructed a ting-width chronol- 
ogy from 376 oak series. Widths of the same tree age were averaged. The oaks 
(Ouercus sp.) grew in the central part of Europe in different periods over the last 
27 centuries. The influences of weather, competition, etc., are smoothed by 
averaging. The growth curve assorated with this oak chronology has been cal- 
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culated by fitting model (10) to the data, using a Levenberg-Marquardt optimiza- 
tion method. Circular growth rings are assumed, i.e., E -- 1. 

The parameter estimates are Ra, 0 = 139 mm, a = 2120 mm 2, and • = 0 
mm2/yr. Substitution of these values into (10) leads to 

:ft = , t = 10 ...... 220 (11) 
V'o.17 + 0.0059 t 

Hollstein fitted, heuristically, a negative exponential, which resulted in 

•t = 0.70 + 1.35e -ø'ø•27(t-m), t = 10 ...... 220 (12) 

Both models are shown in Figure 2 along with the data. The fit to the data is 
equally good. The asymptotic behavior, however, differs: Hollstein's curve has an 
asymptotic value of 0.70 ram, whereas model (11) approaches zero as time in- 
creases. It is concluded that model (10) performs equally well when compared 
with existing growth-curve models. But in contrast to these models, it has a 
geometrical basis in which empirical knowledge about stably growing forests is 
incorporated. 

This example also illustrates the interpretative advantage of BAI series over 
ring-widths series. BAIs are constant over time, while ring widths decrease 
following an inverse square root function of time. If external disturbances have to 
be detected on these trees, as is the case in dendroclimatology, deviations from 
a straight line are more easily seen in the BAI data. 
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FmURE 2. Comparison of growth curve models (11) and (12). Model (11) is based on the geometry 
of the tree stem and the assumption of a linear increase in BAIs (solid line). Model (12) is a negative 
exponential with an additional constant term (dashed line). The ring width data ( ̧  ) are calculated 
by averaging the age curves of 376 oaks. The oaks grew in the central part of Europe over the last 
27 centuries. Data are from Hollstein (1979). 
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APPENDIX A: GEOMETRICAL RELATIONS 

In this appendix the geometrical relations between ring widths and BAIs are 
derived. The notation is that of Figure 1. The radii Ra, t and Ro, t are taken at the 
thickest and thinnest sides of the tree stem respectively. By assumption these 
radii are perpendicular. The corresponding ring widths are Ya, t and y0, • The shape 
of the rings is assumed to be elliptic and the borders of consecutive rings are 
assumed to be congruent, leading to the ratio expressed in Equation (1). 

First, ring width Ya, t is expressed as a function of BAI S• In the notation of 
Figure 1 we have: 

or, with Rb, t = e_Ra, t 

Thus, 

t 

•Ra, tRo, t- •Ra, oRo, o = E Sm 
m=l 

m=l 

Ra, t •/R 2 1 • = a,O + • Sm 
m=l 

(A1) 

(A2) 

(AS) 
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Now, Y,,,t is given by: 

Ya, t = Rat Ra t-1 = a,O + -- Sm a,O + -- Sm 
m=l m=l 

(A4) 

Second, St is expressed as a function of Ya, t 
2 

St = •R•tRo, t - •Ra, t-lRo, t-1 = ½'rr(Ra2, t - Ra, t-1) = ½'rr(Ra, t - Ra, t-1) 

(Ra, t + Ra, t-1) = e'rrYa, t(2Ra, t - Ya, t) 

From (A5) two equivalent expressions follow. First, we may write: 

(A5) 

St = e•Ya, t 2Ra, o - Ya, t + 2 Ya, m (A6a) 

Second, using the definition da = 2Raa v, we have 

St = •'rrya, t 2Ra, N -Ya, t -- 2 = •'lrYa, t da -Ya, t -- 2 Ya, m 
m=t+l 

(A6b) 

If the diameters da and d o are available as well as the ring-width series Ya, t, t = 
1, . . . , N, then Equation (A6b) can be used to calculate St, t = N, .... 1. The 
calculation is iterative and works backwards. 

APPENDIX B: GROWTH CURVES 

In this appendix, the ring-width growth curve corresponding to the empirically 
obtained BAI growth curve St = a + [3*t are derived. 

By employing the relation: 

• (a+13m)= a+ t+•F (B1) 

we may write equation (A4) as 

y•,t = •,o + • + t + 2-7• t2 

- a, 0 +-- a + (t-- 1) + 2-•(t- 1) 2 
Equation (B2) explicitly gives the dependence of ring width on time. Equation (B2) 
may be simplified by Taylor expansion, ignoring second and higher order terms. 
An identical result is obtained by first writing (AS) in the form 
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St (B3) 
Ya, t = •7r(2•a, t _ Ya, t) 

Ifya, t • 2Ra, t, thenYa, t may be neglected in the denominator and the ring width 
growth curve simplifies to 

1 t/Ya, t'• 1 [ 
' Ra t-1 

Ya, t_-Ya, t. _ • •a.t) = -• •1 • rt -- Ya, t , 

Ra, o + •-• (a • •--•- 1) + - • 1 

(BS) 

Cle•ly, r t converges to zero • hcreashg •g n•ber. 
Cop•t • 1•5 by •e Society of •efi• Foresters 
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